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What’s New
Find these products at the NAHB International Builders’ Show

Limited-edition range for 
anniversary celebration

KITCHENAID recognizes its 100-year 
celebration of making with limited edi-
tion products across its countertop and 
major appliances. One such offering is 
the Limited Edition 36-in. 6-Burner Dual 
Fuel Freestanding Commercial-Style 
Range in the heritage-inspired Misty Blue          
color—a soft blue with a hint of green 
that is reminiscent of one of the compa-
ny’s first Stand Mixer colors. Featuring 
a gas cooktop with Even-Heat True 
Convection Oven, the commercial-style 
range delivers bake, roast and broil set-
tings plus two Ultra Power Dual-Flame 
Burners. Find KitchenAid during IBS 

at Booth PB1.

Circle 20 on inquiry card

Three models of bath fan

The Pro Series bath fans from FANTECH

are Energy Star-, HVI- and Title 24-certified 
and include a three-year warranty. While 
standardly low profile with a backdraft 
damper included, options are available to add 
a humidity sensor, lighted grille and ceiling radiation 
damper. Select from three models: the Pro 80, delivering 80 cfm at 1.2 sones; 
the Pro 100, delivering 100 cfm at 2.0 sones; and the Pro 150, delivering 150 
cfm at 0.5 sones. Each uses a 4-in. oval duct connection.  
Find Fantech during IBS at Booth N739.

Circle 19 on inquiry card

Functional yet stylish wood wall planks

ENKOR INTERIOR ACCENTS combines the beauty of 
reclaimed wood planks and everyday functionality with the 
introduction of its Barnwood Collection. Made from real wood 
but engineered to be more durable, the wall planks are more con-
sistent in shape and size than real barn wood plus washable and 
touch-friendly. A soft backing on the wall planks offers protection 
against the wall and increases sound insulation. Select from 
three color options for residential or commercial spaces: Classic 
Country, Urban Cowboy and Mountain Music. Find Enkor 

Interior Accents during IBS at Booth N545. 

Circle 17 on inquiry card

Upgrades for aluminum-clad wood 
window series

A redesigned casement operating style for the PLY GEM

MIRA aluminum-clad wood windows provides improved perfor-
mance, design and functionality. In addition to thermal design      
enhancements—a standard 7⁄8-in. thick glass and triple-pane insu-
lated glass unit—the redesign offers four additional glass package 
options and an improved sash cladding, presenting a more histor-
ic look while adding strength. New hardware makes the windows 
easier to operate and lock. The aluminum-clad wood windows are 
available throughout the East and Midwest, east of the Rocky 
Mountains. Find Ply Gem during IBS at Booth P8. 

Circle 18 on inquiry card

External recirculation pump unit

NORITZ AMERICA brings the time-, water- and 

energy-saving benefits of a previously integrated-only 

circulator (available in the NRCP line of condensing 

water heaters) into an add-on component for 26 

additional Noritz residential models. The RPK-EXT 

External Pump Kit delivers hot water within seconds 

and sends water sitting in the hot water line back to a 

tankless water heater for reheating and recirculation. 

While eliminating the hot water wait, the included 

RC-9018M Commercial Remote Control can cus-

tomize run times to match hot-water usage needs. 

Find Noritz America during IBS at Booth N1477. 

Circle 21 on inquiry card
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Sill, hardware door enhancements

WEATHER SHIELD WINDOWS & DOORS continues to enhance its Bi-Fold 
Door with an intermediate sill option and innovative locking hardware. The 1 ¼-in. 
sill integrates easily with finished flooring for a seamless transition. A combination 
of aluminum and fiberglass components, the low-profile sill delivers improved ther-
mal efficiency and water management capabilities that channel water out of the 
sill, away from the door. To maintain the door’s streamlined look, the company part-
ners with HOPPE North America to design hardware that offers intuitive operation. 
Find Weather Shield Windows & Doors during IBS at Booth C3842.

Circle 26 on inquiry card

Coating needs  
less labor for  
uniform finish

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Supreme 
High Build Interior Latex achieves 
consistent performance with optimal 
productivity. Reducing application 
fatigue while delivering a smooth, 
uniform finish, the builder-grade paint 
offers higher levels of washability, 
scrubbability and hide. In a flat sheen, 
the interior paint diminishes minor 
flaws; eg-shel and semi-gloss sheens 
are also available. It provides a higher 
transfer efficiency with the ability to 
build up to 8 to 10 mils wet in a spray 
coat. The builder-grade interior coat-
ing will be available in spring 2019. 
Find Sherwin-Williams during 

IBS at Booth C6337.

Circle 24 on inquiry card

Wood exterior door tackles  
water infiltration 

Because of how wood doors react to water, MASONITE

factory-seals its AquaSeal Exterior Wood Door. Extensive 
engineering studies led the company to develop AquaSeal 
technology—which keeps water out of the wood—and 
upgrade its components to ensure longevity. The company 
now offers wood, fiberglass and steel exterior doors—each in a 
wide variety of door styles, species and glass options. A five-
year warranty covers the wood entry door that can be made 
better with selection of the company’s Torrefied species of 
wood. Find Masonite during IBS at Booth C5207. 

Circle 23 on inquiry card

Energy Star-rated condensing furnace

BOSCH THERMOTECHNOLOGY introduces its first condensing furnace, the 
BGH96 Series. Its three-way multipoise design allows flexibility in multiple types of 
installations. Its fully insulated cabinet minimizes indoor noise levels, while a two-
stage gas valve switches between high- and low-fire settings for added comfort. The 
Energy Star-rated furnace can be integrated with the company’s Inverter Ducted 
Split Outdoor Unit and Cased Coils for an efficient dual heating and cooling system. 
Find Bosch Thermotechnology during IBS at Booth C4238. 

Circle 22 on inquiry card

Coordinating crystal hardware 

NOSTALGIC HARDWARE expands its offerings to include 
cabinet hardware that coordinates with some of its door hard-
ware lines, starting with crystal. Its Crystal Vintage Knobs 
are crafted from crystal and paired with solid forged brass 
backplates with configurations for locking and nonlocking use. 
Featuring raised embellishments, door knobs come in three 
variations: Crystal Victorian, Crystal Egg & Dart and Crystal 
Meadows. The Crystal Cabinet Hardware pairs crystal with 
solid forged brass ferrules. Handle pulls, cup pulls and cabinet 
knobs are available in a variety of finishes, sizes and styles. 
Find Nostalgic Hardware during IBS at Booth SU3033.

Circle 25 on inquiry card
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